
Classification Tasks



What can we identify from music?

What can we classify?



Classification Tasks
Genre & Emotion



Genre Classification



Where does one begin?

What does “genre” (musically) mean?
How do you describe “genre”?

timbre?

rhythm?

pitch?



Genre Classification

What assumptions do we make?

How do we go about selecting relevant acoustic features and 
parameters thereof?

Classes are acoustically and perceptually separable



Genre Classification
Assumption: Classes are separable

Perceptual

Genre 1 Genre 2

what are the perceptual features that distinguish these genres?



Genre Classification
Assumption: Classes are separable

Acoustically

Genre 1 Genre 2



Genre Classification

based on perceptual features can you identify the acoustic 
features ?

Genre 1

Genre 2



Genre Classification

So what sort of features do i choose?

Genre 2 Genre 1
High freq/Low freq 

(Brightness)

Spectral Centroid

RhythmTimbre Key/Tonality



Genre Classification

So what sort of features do i choose?

Genre 2 Genre 1

Tempo? Pulse Clarity?

RhythmTimbre Key/Tonality



Genre Classification
Acoustic feature selection

Timbre

R
hy
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Genre Classification
Acoustic feature selectionGenre 1 Genre 2

Timbre
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Visualizing Genres (Structure) 
guess the genre?



Musical Feature(s)  
to  

Musical Structure



How does the structure of this part of the piece look like?







 

Disco

Disco

Disco

Jazz

Jazz

Jazz

Metal

Metal Metal

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AtoLT6JDyxo-iQ4Uu6vh6bzMLDBa


Genre Classification

can lyrics-based similarity matrices be used to identify 
genres ?

Genre 1 Genre 2



Visualizing Lyrical Structure







Repetition in Music



Repetition in Music



Compressibility in Music

Which genres can be 
separated based on 

lyrical structure?



Genre Classification Demo



Emotion Classification





Emotions?  
Emotional Space?



What emotions can music express? 

(Juslin & Laukka, 2004)





The Geneva Emotional Music Scales (GEMS) 





How is music able to 
communicate emotional 

meaning? 

How can music induce 
emotions?



How is music able to 
communicate emotional 

meaning? 

…. in the absence of lyrics?



Cues used to express (and infer) emotions 
in other human domains 

• Speech and vocal expression of emotion (Juslin & 
Laukka, 2003) 

• Music communicates emotional meaning to 
listeners by exploiting the acoustic code for 
vocal expression of emotions 

• Many similarities between musical and vocal 
expression of emotion in terms of acoustic 
features, recognition accuracy



Cues used to express (and infer) emotions 
in other human domains 

• potential problems: cultural differences, mild/subtle cues, contextual & personal factors



Musical features
! Distinct structural and performance features  

contribute to the expression of different 
emotions  
!Sadness: ? 

!Happiness: ?  

!Anger: ? 

!Tenderness: ?



Musical features
! Distinct structural and performance features  contribute to the 

expression of different emotions  
! Sadness: minor mode, low tempo, low pitch, narrow melodic range, low 

sound level, little sound level variability, soft timbre, and legato articulation 

! Happiness: major mode, regular rhythm, fast tempo, high pitch, wide 
melodic range, consonant harmonies, and staccato articulation  

! Anger: fast tempo, high sound level & sound level variability, low key clarity/
atonality, fast tone attacks, and microstructural irregularity 

! Tenderness: major mode, slow tempo, low sound level, little sound level 
variability,  low pitch level, little pitch variability, smooth rhythm, and slow 
tone attacks

            (Gabrielsson, 2009; Juslin & Laukka, 2003)



Musical features
! Distinct structural and performance features  contribute to the 

expression of different emotions  
! Sadness: minor mode, low tempo, low pitch, narrow melodic range, low 

sound level, little sound level variability, soft timbre, and legato articulation 

! Happiness: major mode, regular rhythm, fast tempo, high pitch, wide 
melodic range, consonant harmonies, and staccato articulation  

! Anger: fast tempo, high sound level & sound level variability, low key 
clarity/atonality, fast tone attacks, and microstructural irregularity 

! Tenderness: major mode, slow tempo, low sound level, little sound level 
variability,  low pitch level, little pitch variability, smooth rhythm, and slow 
tone attacks

            (Gabrielsson, 2009; Juslin & Laukka, 2003)





MIR & emotion prediction

MIRToolbox

R2 ≈ .70

Eerola, T., Lartillot, O., & Toiviainen, P. (2009) Prediction Of Multidimensional Emotional Ratings 
In Music From Audio Using Multivariate Regression Models. In proc. of 10th International 

Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR). 



 basic emotion 
concepts and 

dimensional ratings, 
on Likert scales

Valence 

Low High 



Eerola, T., Lartillot, O., & Toiviainen, P. (2009) Prediction Of Multidimensional Emotional Ratings 
In Music From Audio Using Multivariate Regression Models. In proc. of 10th International 

Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR). 





Cues used to express (and infer) emotions 
in other human domains 

• Human movement & gesture 

• All sounds from traditional acoustics instruments 
are produced by human movement -> we can 
“hear” this movement in music 

• Music emulates the speed, posture, and 
smoothness/jerkiness of human movement and 
gestures when experiencing/expressing emotions 
(Jackendoff & Lerdahl, 2006)



Other cues
• Culturally learned cues  

• Mode (minor/major) 

• Pitch (high/low) 

• Contextual associations (e.g., wedding and funeral 
music) 

• Frequent pairing with narrative content (song lyrics, 
films, TV, opera)



Other cues
• Culturally learned cues 

• better identification of basic emotions 
(anger, fear, happiness, and sadness) 
than non-basic ones (e.g., solemnity, 
humor, and longing) 

• better able to identify the intended 
emotions in music from their own 
culture 

Laukka, P., Eerola, T., Thingujam, N. S., Yamasaki, T., and Beller, G. (2013). Universal and culture-specific factors in the recognition and 
performance of musical affect expressions. Emotion 13, 434–449. doi: 10.1037/a0031388



Other cues
• Human characteristics/virtual person 

• Music is assigned attributions that normally 
would be assigned to a person -> music creates 
a “virtual person”? (Watt & Ash, 1998)

“……a piece of music can be assigned an attribution that has the 
value female 

rather than male. This need not imply that the music is female, just 
that the attribution that is made has more of the quality of female 

rather than of the quality of male. These attributions are made to the 
music, not to the composer or the performer. Loosely speaking, 

music creates a virtual person. “



How is music able to 
communicate emotional 

meaning? 

How can music       
induce emotions?



Mechanisms: 
•Brain stem reflexes 
•Rhythmic entrainment 
•Evaluative conditioning 
•Emotional Contagion 
•Visual imagery 
•Episodic memory 
•Musical expectancy 
•Aesthetic Judgement

Different mechanisms may be at function simultaneously, and 
lead to differing emotional responses (i.e., mixed emotions) 



Relevance of context
Context

Music Listener

Music listening 
experience





Classification Tasks
Genre & Emotion



https://pudding.cool/2017/05/song-repetition/


